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Scheme for measurement-based quantum computation on projected entangled-pair states
Mear M. R. Koochakie∗
Department of Physics, Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
Recently it has been shown that projected entangled-pair states can be considered as a (physically motivated)
resource state for measurement-based quantum computation. Here we elaborate on how to construct a determin-
istic measurement-based quantum computation model on projected entangled-pair states. In particular, we use
this scheme to build a 4-level many-body model for universal quantum computation on qubits. We also derive a
3-local parent Hamiltonian for this model, whose ground state is non-degenerate.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx,24.10.Cn
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation has shown promising features which
apparently have no counterparts in classical computing mod-
els. The two prominent examples of such features are in
Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm [1] and Grover’s quantum
search algorithm [2].
Despite its power, quantum computation is challenging to
implement [3]. The traditional quantum circuit model [4],
which is used to express most quantum algorithms, needs a
practical implementation of one and two-qubit gates, which
seems difficult in most existing realizations [5]. To address
this problem, various schemes, notably measurement-based
quantum computation (MQC) [6, 7], have been proposed.
MQC is as powerful as quantum circuit model, but based on a
different notion of required operations for implementation. In
this model one should first prepare a suitable highly entangled
state and then apply an adaptive single-site measurement pat-
tern on it. The result of the computation will be deduced from
the measurement outcomes.
The specific resource state of the MQC model, introduced
in Ref. [6], is the cluster state. However, there is also a vast
literature on a variety of MQC models with different resource
states [8–15], which have been argued to offer more physi-
cal base for MQC rather than the cluster state. These works
were mostly influenced by the seminal study of Ref. [16], in
which a relation between the cluster state and valence-bond
states was suggested, and modeled measurement-based quan-
tum computation by teleportation-based quantum computa-
tion on valence-bond states.
It should be noted that most of the recent works along this
line fall into the category of “random-length” MQC models,
in the sense that the number of basic steps required to perform
basic elements of a computation is a priori unknown. In this
respect such random-length MQC can be viewed as a sort of
stochastic MQC models [17] with close to one success proba-
bility. Despite the appeal of such stochastic models, they may
be difficult to be employed in design and analysis of quantum
algorithms due to the very lack of the knowledge of length of
each step. A natural difficulty of this type is exemplified in,
e.g., synchronization of two distinct threads of computation
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in order for implementing a two-qubit gate. Such an opera-
tion, although theoretically possible, may require a consider-
able overhead resources to take care of the randomness. To
avoid these difficulties, here we restrict our attention to deter-
ministic MQC. Note that by “deterministic” we mean that the
computation can be performed in a pre-determined number of
steps giving desired result with certainty.
Further generalization of MQC models has been introduced
by replacing projective measurement with generalized one,
see, e.g., Refs. [18, 19]. According to, e.g., Naimark’s the-
orem [20], the implementation of a generalized measurement
is reducible to addition of an ancillary site, implementation of
a two-body gate and a projective measurement on the ancilla.
For our purpose in this work, however, such a generalization
is not necessary, given the fact that in most of the existing
quantum circuit models the only prohibitive barrier for imple-
mentation is inaccessibility of a reliable two-gubit gate. Bear-
ing this in mind, we prefer to restrict ourselves to projective
measurements for our investigation here.
Here following the proposition of Refs. [9, 10], we consider
our resource state to be “Projected Entangled-Pair States”
(PEPS), which have been used to represent ground state of
an important class of two-dimensional quantum systems [21].
Specifically, we elaborate on a more systematic approach to-
ward a PEPS-MQC in which the by-product(error) propaga-
tion through computation partly determines the structure of
the resource state and the measurement pattern.
This approach is illustrated by devising a particular PEPS-
MQC model. This model is constituted from four-level sites
on a honeycomb lattice, through which qubit quantum com-
putation is performed. A characteristic of this model is that,
in comparison to the one-way model if require less number
of sites to perform a single-qubit gate. As such, in compu-
tational tasks in which majority of gates are single-qubit op-
eration, this model can outperform the one-way model in the
number of necessary sites. We also provide a three-local par-
ent Hamiltonian for this model.
Notation.—Throughout this article the following assump-
tions are made:
1. Let M be a list of rank-n, then we denotes its elements
by M(i1, i2, . . . , in), where ij are non-negative inte-
gers. E.g., E =
(
E(0), E(1), . . . , E(d − 1)) is a d-
dimensional rank-1 list. The elements of a list could be
any type of linear objects (numbers, vectors, matrices,
tensors, and so on).
22. We assumed that quantum information evolves from
right towards left. Also index of columns increases
from right to left (. . . , 3, 2, 1).
3. We assume that d possible output values of a measure-
ment are in the set {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}.
4. X and Z are σx and σz Pauli matrices.
II. MQC ON PEPS
The goal of each MQC model, by introducing a state and
a pattern of adaptive measurements on this state, is to accom-
plish a quantum computation. We should first define our re-
source state, on which MQC is implemented, and specify by
what type of measurements we can simulate the circuit model
on it. According to Ref. [9], the one-way model [6] can be
considered as a computation on the correlation space of a spe-
cific MPS which is realized by adaptive single-site measure-
ments of the MPS. But this one-dimensional state can only
generates U(2) elements. Thus by adding a second dimen-
sion (and indeed working on a PEPS) one can also simulate
two-qubit gates.
An MPS is a state, denoted by |MPS〉, that can be written
in the standard basis as
|MPS〉 =∑
i1,i2,...,iN
〈L|AN (iN ) · · ·A2(i2)A1(i1)|R〉 |iN , . . . , i2, i1〉,
(1)
in which N is the number of sites, and 0 ≤ i < d (i.e., each
site has d levels) andAj(i) is a D×D matrix which attributed
to the state |i〉 of site j. 〈L| and |R〉 are two boundary vec-
tors. As can be seen in Eq. (1), the amplitude coefficients of
the MPS are computed by a set of matrix multiplications in
the so-called correlation space. Note that the dimension of
the correlation space, D, can differ from the dimension of the
physical sites, d (number of levels).
A. One quDit-gates
Let us now clarify the idea introduced in Refs. [9, 10] for
single-quDit gates. Assume we have an MPS with a list of
matrices, A. If one measures the jth site of the chain and the
resulting outcome state is |ϕ〉, then the state changes to (up to
a normalization)
|ϕ〉j〈ϕ| · |MPS〉 =∑
i1,...,ij−1,ij+1,...,iN
〈L|AN (iN ) · · ·Aj [ϕ] · · ·A1(i1)|R〉
|iN , . . . , ij+1〉|ϕ〉|ij−1, . . . , i1〉, (2)
where Aj [ϕ] :=
∑
i ϕ
∗(i)Aj(i) and |ϕ〉 =
∑
i ϕ(i)|i〉. As
can be seen, if one can control the outcome of a measurement
at site j, any operator in span(Aj) ≡ {
∑
i αiAj(i)} (up to
N N-1 34
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FIG. 1. MQC on MPS: Measurement of the physical sites realizes
the (one-quDit) quantum computation in the correlation space.
some normalization) can be realized at the correlation space
by a single-site measurement.
Now consider we measure ℓ sequential sites after site k of
the MPS, so that in the correlation space we have the follow-
ing product:
U = Ak+ℓ[ϕℓ] · · ·Ak+2[ϕ2]Ak+1[ϕ1], (3)
where |ϕj〉 is the jth measurement outcome state. Hence, if
we choose suitable Aj as lists of matrices and suitable mea-
surement bases, one can construct all U ∈ U(D) in the corre-
lation space. In other words, one achieves an arbitrary single-
quDit gate in the correlation space (Fig. 1). This sums up our
short review of the proposition of Ref. [9], except the proposal
that circumvents the side effects of the measurements.
The above proposal clearly necessitates a “universal” list
of matrices to implement any arbitrary one-quDit gate. It is
intriguing then to see what MPSs may have such properties,
whose associated A constitutes a universal list. This question
maybe difficult to answer in general. However, fortunately
this question can be answered in some special cases, e.g.,
Ref. [22] discusses the case of D = d = 2 (qubit computation
on 2-level sites) on translationally invariant MPSs (Aj = A) –
computational quantum wires. Further discussion of the above
question, however, is not the aim of our paper.
B. By-product
Measurement outcomes occur randomly in quantum me-
chanics. Thus it may happen that rather than a desired |ϕ〉
one obtains a different state |ϕ′〉 at the physical site. In the
scenario where one uses MQC for deterministic quantum in-
formation processing, it is crucial to not lose any information.
This fact constrains the possible matrix list Aj and the set
of possible measurements on the corresponding site in such
a way that Aj [ϕ] should be always invertible for each one of
possible outcome states |ϕ〉 of an acceptable measurement.
This requirement, although not necessary for quantum com-
putation, we adopt here, since it facilitates the simulation of
circuit model quantum computation in the correlation space.
Let us assumes that single-quDit gate U entails measure-
ment result states |ϕℓ〉 · · · |ϕ2〉|ϕ1〉, but instead we obtain
|ϕ′ℓ〉 · · · |ϕ′2〉|ϕ′1〉. Here |ϕ′i〉 may or may not be equal to the
desired state |ϕi〉. The overall computation then can be inter-
preted as performing
O = E U, (4)
3where O := Ak+ℓ[ϕ′ℓ] · · ·Ak+2[ϕ′2]Ak+1[ϕ′1] and E = OU †
is indeed an “by-product operator”, whose invertibility is car-
ried over from Ak+i[ϕ′i]s. Such by-products are, in general,
unavoidable in measurements, but need to be circumvented or
compensated somehow. Reference [9] deals with this problem
by the “trial until success” approach, which in turn brings up a
random-length MQC model. In deterministic MQC, however,
this randomness should be avoided, e.g., by unambiguously
tracking the by-product propagation through the model and
compensating these by-products in a deterministic manner.
To provide a model which is able to perform universal quan-
tum computation, one needs to also consider implementation
of two-quDit gates in the correlation space. In fact, how the
measurement by-products would pass through these gates puts
stringent conditions on the applicability of the computation
model in face of measurement by-products. These conditions
together with invertibility of Ai[ϕ]s and existence of a univer-
sal A-list characterize our MQC-PEPS computation model.
C. Readout
This is essential to recall that all the computation thus far
has been performed in the (virtual) correlation space. How-
ever, at the end of the computation one needs to realize the re-
sulting state |Φ〉 (e.g., |Φ〉 = U |R〉 in one-dimensional case)
in the physical space on real sites. In the following, we elabo-
rate more systematically on the readout process (See Ref. [9]
for an example.)
Consider an N -site spin chain whose sites except the last
one have been measured. The resulting physical state |Ψ〉 be-
comes
α
∑
i
〈L|AN (i)|Φ〉|i〉N :=
∑
i
〈L(i)|Φ〉|i〉N , (5)
where α is a normalization factor. Alternatively, one can think
of the extraction process as the operation of a linear map
R := α
∑
i
|i〉〈L(i)| (6)
on the correlation space |Φ〉. R is a d × D matrix, which
needs to have the property rank(R) = D if it is supposed not
to lose any information. R is also required to preserve the or-
thogonality of input vectors, which is satisfied if its columns
are chosen from a d × d unitary matrix. In the case the cor-
relation space state |Φ〉 carries a by-product E the extracted
state would become
|Ψ〉 = RE |Φ〉, (7)
in which E needs to be unitary in order for orthogonality pre-
serving.
The above requirements for the readout process can be re-
laxed in random-length MQC, where the universality of MPS
is argued to be sufficient for the extraction of states from the
correlation space [19].
D. Two-quDit gate
In addition to the single-quDit gates it is necessary to find
an entangling gate (W ) between two quDits. A required con-
straint for this two-quDit gate in our model is that it needs
to leave uncorrelated local by-products local. This property
puts limiting conditions on the two-quDit gate given a set of
by-products, or vice versa. Thus we shall need only single-site
by-product correction operations for an arbitrary computation.
We stress again that it is the propagation of by-products
through the computation which characterizes our specific
computational model in this paper. A natural requirement to
keep locality of the by-products after passing through the en-
tangling gate W is that for any pair of acceptable by-products
E and F we have
W E ⊗ F = G⊗HW, (8)
where G, H ∈ U(D) are not necessarily members of accept-
able by-products. Solving this equation for a given W (to ob-
tain the set of acceptable by-products) is in general difficult.
In Appendix A, we provide a systematic solution for Eq. (8)
in the case of D = 2 (qubits). For example, all local gates that
pass through the CZ gate locally can be parametrized as
L(θ1, θ2, i, j) = Z(θ1)Σ(i)⊗ Z(θ2)Σ(j), (9)
where Σ := (1 , X, Y, Z), and Z(θ) := exp
(
i
2θ Z
)
, which
is an arbitrary rotation around the z-axis. Therefore, the list of
acceptable by-products for the CZ gate is
ECZ(θ, i) = Z(θ)Σ(i). (10)
Choosing another gate, e.g., exp
(
i
2γ Z ⊗ Z
) (γ = π2 corre-
sponds to a local equivalent of the CZ gate) changes the set of
acceptable local by-products to (see Appendix A)
Eγ(θ) = Z(θ)σ if γ 6= π
2
, (11)
where σ is a specific Pauli matrix or the identity matrix for list
E. Thus it is evident that the choice of entangling operator
puts intimate restrictions on the set of acceptable local by-
products.
Here we lay out a systematic approach for how to realize
a two-quDit gate over PEPS (see Ref. [9] for an example).
Adding an extra dimension, hence the very necessity of PEPS
rather than MPS, is justified because of the fact that one can-
not implement a two-quDit operation only through multipli-
cation of the operators of an MPS.
Figure 2 illustrates two “up” and “down” sites of a two-
dimensional lattice, whose corresponding tensors associated
to level i and level j of these sites are denoted by, respectively,
S(i) and T (j). The collection of these two sites can be seen
as a rank-2 list of tensors
C{ST }(i, j) = C{S(i)T (j)}, (12)
where the contraction C here means
(C{S(i)T (j)})mn,kl =
∑
b
S(i)bmkT (j)bnl. (13)
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FIG. 2. Vertical PEPS structure.
The tensors S(i) and S(j) can be decomposed as follows:
S(i) =
∑
b,κ
M(i)b,κ |b〉 ⊗Bκ (14)
=M(i)⊗ 1
∑
κ
|κ〉 ⊗Bκ, (15)
T (j) =
∑
b,λ
N(j)b,λ |b〉 ⊗Bλ (16)
= N(j)⊗ 1
∑
λ
|λ〉 ⊗Bλ, (17)
where {|b〉} constitutes a basis for theD′-dimensional vertical
correlation space, {Bλ} is a basis for space ofD×Dmatrices,
and M (N) is a list of D′ ×D2 matrices. Hence
C{ST }(i, j) =
∑
κ,λ
(
N t(j)M(i)
)
λ,κ
Bκ ⊗Bλ, (18)
in which superscript ‘t’ denotes transposition. Now suppose
one measures both sites separately and the resulting outcome
states are |ϕ〉 and |ψ〉. In the correlation space this, it yields
C{ST }[ϕ, ψ] =
∑
κ,λ
(
N t[ψ]M [ϕ]
)
λ,κ
Bκ ⊗Bλ, (19)
which we required to be the sought after entangling gate W .
As discussed earlier in Eq. (8), when the measurement result
states are |ϕ′〉 and |ψ′〉 (rather than |ϕ〉 and |ψ〉) it is required
that
C{ST }[ϕ′, ψ′] = G⊗HW. (20)
This is the very condition of locality of the by-products. Equa-
tion (20) implies
N t[ψ′]M [ϕ′] = (N [ψ]h)tM [ϕ] g, (21)
where g and h are D2 ×D2 matrices satisfying
GBµ =
∑
ν
gµνBν , HBµ =
∑
ν
hµνBν . (22)
Existence of a solution for Eq. (21) for g and h is necessary
to have local by-products, although this is not sufficient since
not each g(h) corresponds to a G(H).
The criteria we derived in this section can guide people
to design deterministic PEPS-based MQC models following
recipe below:
FIG. 3. Honeycomb lattice. The horizontal (vertical) edges are used
to perform single-qubit (two-qubit) gates.
• Select a two-quDit gate,
• find all local unitary operators crossing the two-quDit
gate locally (the method of Appendix A for the qubit
case),
• choose the tensors and measurement bases such that,
in addition to the universality, by-products of measure-
ments belong to the above set of unitaries.
III. A QUBIT MQC MODEL ON FOUR-LEVEL
HONEYCOMB LATTICE
In this section, we introduce a model for qubit MQC in cor-
relation space of a 4-level honeycomb lattice. This lattice in-
cludes two types of sites: vertex sites (circles) and edge sites
(squares) (Fig. 3). Each site corresponds to a 4-level system.
We should introduce four tensors for each type of sites. To the
square sites, we assign the following list of 2× 2 matrices:
A = 1√
2
( [1 0
0 1
]
,
[
0 1
i 0
]
,
[
0 i
1 0
]
,
[
1 0
0 −1
] )
. (23)
The elements of A constitute an orthonormal basis for 2 × 2
matrices, in the sense of the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
〈X,Y 〉 := Tr[X†Y ]; i.e. , 〈A(i), A(j)〉 = δij . The fact that
A is a basis matrices can simplify various steps of the com-
putation scenario in the model. For example, one needs only
one measurement to perform any one-qubit gate U , since one
can always find a measurement outcome state |ϕ(0)〉 such that
U = A[ϕ(0)] =
∑
i ϕ
∗
i (0)A(i). We also need to have three
more orthonormal states |ϕ(i)〉 (i = 1, 2, 3) for the measure-
ment basis. This orthonormality yields
〈A[ϕ(i)], A[ϕ(j)]〉 = δij , (24)
5and
〈E(i), E(j)〉 = δij , (25)
if we define the by-products throughA[ϕ(i)] = E(i)U . Thus,
the by-products also become orthonormal.
As the entangling two-qubit gate, we consider the CZ gate.
The list of the acceptable by-products then is evident from
Eq. (10) asE(i) = Z(θ)Σ(i) for a given θ. AssumingE(0) =
1 implies that
E = Σ, (26)
i.e., the list of the Pauli matrices extended with the unity ma-
trix.
A. One-qubit gates
Any unitary U ∈ SU(2) can be written as
U =
[
a b
−b∗ a∗
]
, (27)
where |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. One can realize the operator U (up to
some Pauli by-product) in the correlation space by choosing
the measurement basis according to Table I.
We recall that our model requires a single measurement on
a four-level physical site to implement any arbitrary single-
qubit gate, which is in contrast to the one-way model wherein
a general single-qubit gate can be implemented with four mea-
surements on two-level sites. In addition, it is evident that if
our operation gives a by-product E, which is a local unitary,
we can simply try to perform E† factor at the next stage. i.e.,
if we want to apply one-qubit gate U , we apply UE† instead.
This procedure removes the by-product up to this stage.
B. Two-qubit gate
To realize a two-qubit gate, we need a two-dimensional
structure. We assign the following rank-3 tensors to circle
sites:
T (0) = |φ(0)〉 ⊗B(0), T (1) = |φ(1)〉 ⊗B(1),
T (2) = |φ(2)〉 ⊗B(2), T (3) = |φ(3)〉 ⊗B(3), (28)
TABLE I. Measurement basis and achieved single-qubit gates. The
first column contains the measurement outcome states, and the next
column shows the corresponding achieved gates at the correlation
space.
Measurement basis Achieved gate
(a+ a∗, b∗ − ib, ib∗ − b, a∗ − a) /
√
2 U
(b∗ − b, a+ ia∗, a∗ + ia,−b∗ − b) /
√
2 X U
(−ib− ib∗, a∗ + ia,−ia∗ − a,−ib+ ib∗) /
√
2 Y U
(a∗ − a, b∗ + ib, b+ ib∗, a+ a∗) /
√
2 Z U
m
u
d
FIG. 4. Sketch of performing a two-qubit gate: measure all the three
sites.
where
B = (1 , X, Z, ZX) (29)
and |φ(0)〉 = |φ(1)〉 = |0〉, |φ(2)〉 = |φ(3)〉 = |1〉.
In the following, we propose a scheme for the construction
of the two-qubit CZ gate. According to the model, in each
vertical edge we have three sites (Fig. 4). We first measure
the middle square site such that a Hadamard gate is realized
in the correlation space as a result. Next we perform suit-
able measurements—as explained later in Eq. (31)—on the
both sides of this square site such that the overall result be-
comes tantamount to implementing a CZ gate (up to a Pauli
by-product). We remark that order is not important in the
above procedure.
Let m, u, and d be the outcomes of the measurements on
the middle, upper, and lower sites (Fig. 4), respectively. Using
Eq. (19), one can show
W (d,m, u) =
∑
s,t
ψ∗d(s)ψ
∗
u(t) c(s, t;m)B(s) ⊗B(t),
c(s, t;m) := 〈φ(s)|Esq(m)H |φ(t)〉. (30)
Here H is the Hadamard gate, and can be implemented fol-
lowing the rules in Table I. Now, we measure both ‘u’ and ‘d’
sites in the following basis:
0 : (1, 0, 1, 0)/
√
2, 1 : (0, 1, 0,−1)/
√
2,
2 : (1, 0,−1, 0)/
√
2, 3 : (0, 1, 0, 1)/
√
2, (31)
where the labels of the vectors indicate the corresponding
measurement results. The resulting gate is
W (d,m, u) =
Em(m) El(d)⊗El(u) CZ Er(d)⊗Er(u) Em(m), (32)
in which
Em = (1 ⊗ 1 , 1 ⊗X,X ⊗ 1 , X ⊗X), (33)
El = (1 , X,X, 1 ), Er = (1 , 1 , X,X). (34)
As an example, consider the ideal case where all the three
measurement outcomes are 0. The table of c(s, t; 0) is
6u
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FIG. 5. Removal of a vertical edge by measuring corresponding mid-
site.
s/t 0 1 2 3
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 -1 -1
3 1 1 -1 -1
Thus Eq. (30) yields
W (0, 0, 0) =
1
2
(
1 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Z + Z ⊗ 1 − Z ⊗ Z), (35)
which is the expansion of the CZ gate at the Pauli basis. As
can be seen in Eqs. (32) and (33), all possible by-products are
uncorrelated Pauli by-products.
C. Removal of an unwanted vertical edge
Assume that we have arrived at a circle site but do not aim
to apply a two-qubit gate thereon. Thus we need to remove
the corresponding vertical edge by suitable measurements on
the associated mid (square) site. If the resulting operation in
the correlation space is in the form of some |β〉d〈α|u, then
the vertical edge is removed thereby. It is further favorable
to transform controllably the left disjoint circle sites to some
other sites used in computation (see Fig. 5). All these require-
ments can be fulfilled if, for example, we have: α = β = +,
because by contracting 〈+| with the tensors (28), the result-
ing list of matrices become B [Eq. (29)], which is a universal
list of matrices for computation. In fact, this choice is a re-
alization of |+〉〈+| operation on the mid site. Consider the
following measurement basis and the resulting operators:
0 : (2, 1 + i, 1 + i, 0)/2
√
2 → |+〉〈+|, (36)
1 : (0, i− 1, 1− i, 2)/2
√
2 → |+〉〈−|, (37)
2 : (0, 1− i, i− 1, 2)/2√2 → |−〉〈+|, (38)
3 : (2,−1− i,−1− i, 0)/2√2 → |−〉〈−|. (39)
Depending on the outcome of the measurement, a by-product
occurs on the new up and down squares. The rule to find these
by-products is straightforward: whenever either of β or α be-
comes “−” in |β〉d〈α|u, then an X by-product sandwiches the
matrices of the corresponding site. For example, for outcome
‘2’, we have
Bu(s) = B(s), Bd(s) = X B(s)X. (40)
FIG. 6. The square site is the last site of the row. We want to get
information about the state of the qubit on that site in the correlation
space by measuring this physical site.
D. Readout of the result
At the end of the computation process to read the results
we proceed as follows. Suppose we reached the last site of a
row (Fig. 6). In our model, we choose the left boundary as
〈L| = 〈0|. From Eqs. (5) and (23), we have the following
〈L(i)| vectors:
〈L(0)| = 1√
2
〈0|, 〈L(1)| = 1√
2
〈1|,
〈L(2)| = i√
2
〈1|, 〈L(3)| = 1√
2
〈0|. (41)
As a result, if in the correlation space, the state associated to
a final (i.e., readout) site is
|ψ〉 := ψ0|0〉+ ψ1|1〉 (42)
its corresponding physical state from Eq. (7) becomes
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(ψ0|0〉+ ψ1|1〉+ iψ1|2〉+ ψ0|3〉) . (43)
Now it can be seen that the following projective measurement
on the corresponding physical site:
0 : |0〉〈0|+ |3〉〈3|, (44)
1 : |1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|, (45)
gives rise to an equivalent Z-measurement on the correlation
space.
E. A parent Hamiltonian
Here we follow the general recipe of Refs. [23, 24] to
construct parent Hamiltonians for MPS and PEPS. The brief
sketch of this construction is comprised of the following three
steps:
1. Partition the lattice into regions including (sufficiently
large) neighboring sites.
2. Calculate the associated reduced density matrix of each
pair of neighboring regions.
3. Write the parent Hamiltonian as the summation of the
projection onto the null space of each density matrix.
According to Ref. [24], in step 1 if for each region the asso-
ciated list of tensors forms a complete basis, then the PEPS is
7l
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FIG. 7. A honeycomb lattice for the 3-local Hamiltonian of our re-
source PEPS. Here to each site, two virtual sites are attributed.
the unique ground state of the constructed Hamiltonian. This
is why the region should comprises sufficiently large number
of sites to produce a complete basis (if possible).
Following the above sketch and after some (tedious) cal-
culations, we found a three-local Hamiltonian whose unique
ground state is the very resource state we have introduced in
Sec. III; see Appendix B. In our calculations, we have parti-
tioned the lattice into two types of regions: any circle site with
its right neighboring square site is a region, in addition, each
vertical square site is another region. It is straightforward to
see that the associated list of tensors of each of these regions
forms a complete basis.
IV. SUMMARY
We have analyzed some conditions which lead to a de-
terministic universal measurement-based quantum computa-
tion in ‘correlation’ space of projected entangled-pair states
(PEPS). These conditions are essentially related to the propa-
gation of by-products produced during the computation due to
the randomness of the measurement outcomes. In particular,
we have obtained some sufficient conditions for the simula-
tion of two-quDit gates and readout of the final results on the
correlation space.
In particular, we proposed a qubit measurement-based
model on a four-level honeycomb lattice which satisfies all the
conditions we derived in this paper. The model is a PEPS on
a four-level honeycomb lattice which is used for qubit quan-
tum computation. One of the properties of the model is that
a general single-qubit gate can be implemented by only one
single-site measurement. In addition, all the by-products pro-
duced during the computation are local Pauli operators. It has
also been shown that the PEPS we used is a unique ground
state of a three-local Hamiltonian.
An interesting next step to pursue is to look for new uni-
versal PEPSs with perhaps more desirable properties. Ad-
ditionally, since how the by-products propagate within the
model was essential to its structure, we anticipate that per-
haps employing fault-tolerant schemes borrowed from the cir-
cuit model can be used to improve the class of models based
on PEPSs.
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Appendix A: Local unitary operators crossing two-qubit gates
locally
Any arbitrary two-qubit gate can be written as
eiθ k1 e
i
2
(αX⊗X+β Y⊗Y+γ Z⊗Z) k2, (A1)
where α, β, γ ∈ [0, π) and k1, k2 ∈ SU(2)⊗ SU(2) are local
gates [25]. Considering the non-trivial part
W := e
i
2
(αX⊗X+β Y⊗Y+γ Z⊗Z) (A2)
one may look for local unitaries u, u′ ∈ U(2) ⊗ U(2) such
that
u′ =WuW †. (A3)
It is straightforward to check that these u’s constitute a sub-
group of U(2) ⊗ U(2). Thus the question reduces to finding
the generators of this subgroup.
The key idea to solve this problem is to use the isomor-
phism SU(2)⊗ SU(2) ∼= SO(4). To see this, let
Q =
1√
2


1 0 0 i
0 i 1 0
0 i −1 0
1 0 0 −i

 , (A4)
from whence for any k ∈ SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) we have Q†kQ ∈
SO(4) (see, e.g., Ref. [25]). Hence the problem becomes to
find all O ∈ SO(4) and η ∈ [0, 2π) such that the following
condition is satisfied
O′ := e−iηDOD† ∈ SO(4), (A5)
where D = Q†WQ. Here we have replaced Eq. (A3) with its
equivalent form eiηk′ = WkW †, in which k, k′ ∈ SU(2) ⊗
SU(2) and η is a real number. Note that [25]
D =
diag
(
e
i
2
(α−β+γ), e
i
2
(α+β−γ), e
i
2
(−α−β−γ), e
i
2
(−α+β+γ)
)
.
(A6)
Orthogonality of O′ implies
DOD∗2OtD = e2iη (A7)
or equivalently
D2OD2
∗
= e2iηO. (A8)
This equetion in turn can be rewritten in the following equiv-
alent form:
F ∗O = e2iη O, (A9)
where
F =


1 e2i(−β+γ) e2i(α+γ) e2i(α−β)
e2i(β−γ) 1 e2i(α+β) e2i(α−γ)
e2i(−α−γ) e2i(−α−β) 1 e2i(−β−γ)
e2i(−α+β) e2i(−α+γ) e2i(β+γ) 1

 , (A10)
and ∗ is the element-wise multiplication operator, defined
through
(F ∗O)ij := FijOij . (A11)
Let the pair 〈Oη, η〉 be a solution of Eq. (A9). Then one
can infer that
e−2iηFij 6= 1 ⇒ (Oη)ij = 0. (A12)
One can always uniquely decompose F as
F =
∑
η∈Solution
e2iηFη, (A13)
where η ∈ [0, π) and Fη are non-zero binary matrices, in the
sense that (Fη)ij ∈ {0, 1}. Hence one can write a collection
of equations equivalent to Eq. (A9):
Fη ∗Oη = Oη, (A14)
where Fη determines the only possible elements of Oη that
are non-zero. Let us define a map N that identifies non-zero
elements of any matrix M , i.e.,
(N [M ])ij =
{
1 Mij 6= 0
0 Mij = 0
. (A15)
Using this operation, Eq. (A14) can be read as
N [Oη] = Fη. (A16)
In this part, we find solutions to Eq. (A16) for seven special
cases, from which six cases correspond to the generators
of SO(4) group, while the other case deals diagonal even
reflections (i.e., diagonal SO(4) matrices). These diagonal
matrices can only be either of the eight matrices in the form
diag(±1,±1,±1,±1) with even number of −1’s.
“0”) In the decomposition (A13) one of the Fη’s may be 1 .
For this case, O0 should be one of the diagonal SO(4)
matrices (as stated above). This solution in turn implies
the following list of local gates:
L(0) = (1 ⊗ 1 , X ⊗X, Y ⊗ Y, Z ⊗ Z) , (A17)
all of which obviously commute with the two-qubit gate
W of Eq. (A2).
9“12”) If Oη is a rotation in 12-plane, i.e.,
Oη =


cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
1
1

 (A18)
(up to some diagonal even reflections), the correspond-
ing Fη is obtained as
Fη =


1 1
1 1
1
1

 . (A19)
This Oη is equivalent to k = QOηQ† = X(θ)⊗X(θ),
where X(θ) ≡ exp(iX θ/2) is the rotation about the
x-axis by the angle θ in spin-1/2 space. Thus the list of
the solution for this case is
L(12)(θ) = X(θ)⊗X(θ), (A20)
up to any multiplicative factor from L(0).
The remaining five other cases are obtained in a similar
way. In the following we only list the solution local uni-
tary gate (again up to multiplicative factor from L(0)).
“13”) If Oη is a rotation in the 13-plane, we obtain
Fη =


1 1
1
1 1
1

 , (A21)
L(13)(θ) =Y (θ)⊗ Y (−θ). (A22)
“14”) If Oη is a rotation in the 14-plane, then
Fη =


1 1
1
1
1 1

 , (A23)
L(14)(θ) =Z(θ)⊗ Z(θ). (A24)
“23”) If Oη is a rotation in the 23-plane, we obtain
Fη =


1
1 1
1 1
1

 , (A25)
L(23)(θ) =Z(−θ)⊗ Z(θ). (A26)
“24”) If Oη is a rotation in the 24-plane, then
Fη =


1
1 1
1
1 1

 , (A27)
L(24)(θ) =Y (θ) ⊗ Y (θ). (A28)
“34”) If Oη is a rotation in the 34-plane, we obtain
Fη =


1
1
1 1
1 1

 , (A29)
L(34)(θ) =X(−θ)⊗X(θ). (A30)
Example: Consider the CZ gate1, which is locally equiva-
lent to exp(iπ4Z ⊗ Z) as follows:
CZ = ei
pi
4 Z(−π/2)⊗ Z(−π/2) exp(iπ
4
Z ⊗ Z). (A31)
Thus γ = π/2, α = β = 0, and F is
F =


1 −1 −1 1
−1 1 1 −1
−1 1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1

 . (A32)
The decomposition of this F gives rise to
F = F0 − Fπ/2, (A33)
where
F0 =


1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

 , (A34)
Fπ/2 =


1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

 . (A35)
F0 includes the 14- and the 23-plane rotations. Here the corre-
sponding local gates are constituted from products of matrices
from the list L(14), L(23), and L(0):
L0(t1, t2, i) = L
(14)(t1)L
(23)(t2)L
(0)(i)
= Z(t1)⊗ Z(t1)Z(−t2)⊗ Z(t2)L(0)(i)
= Z(t1 − t2)⊗ Z(t1 + t2)L(0)(i). (A36)
This equation can also be simplified as
L0(θ1, θ2, i) = Z(θ1)⊗ Z(θ2)L(0)(i), (A37)
for any θ1, θ2, and 0 ≤ i < 4. Without lose of generality, this
gives the form of the general form of the L0 family of local
gates which pass through the CZ gate.
1 Note also that the CNOT gate is also locally equivalent to CZ.
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A remark here is in order. Note that the matrix Fπ/2 can
not be written as a sumation over the Fη’s obtained in the
seven special cases studied earlier. However one can see that
Oπ/2 = O0T , where
T =


1
1
1
1

 ∈ SO(4). (A38)
That is
N [O0] = F0 ⇐⇒ N [O0T ] = Fπ/2. (A39)
Since the local gate equivalent to T is Y ⊗Z , the family Lπ/2,
which represents all local gates corresponding the η = π/2
case, can be written as
Lπ/2(θ3, θ4, j) = L0(θ3, θ4, j)Y ⊗ Z. (A40)
Composition of L0 and Lπ/2 makes the group L which is
the group of all local gates that pass through the CZ gate lo-
cally (in the sense Eq. (A3)). TheL family can be parametrize
as follows by combining L0 and Lπ/2 together:
L(θ1, θ2, i, j) = Z(θ1)Σ(i)⊗ Z(θ2)Σ(j), (A41)
where Σ = (1 , X, Y, Z).
It is important to note that the above solution is sensitive to
the value of the γ parameter. For example, consider the case
γ 6= π/2, α = β = 0, where F is

1 e2iγ e2iγ 1
e−2iγ 1 1 e−2iγ
e−2iγ 1 1 e−2iγ
1 e2iγ e2iγ 1

 = F0 + e2iγFγ + e−2iγFπ−γ ,
(A42)
with
Fγ =


1 1
1 1

 , Fπ−γ =

1 11 1

 . (A43)
There is no solution for Eq. (A14) for the above Fγ , Fπ−γ .
This means that there is not any special orthogonal matrix O
such that N [O] = Fγ or N [O] = Fπ−γ . Thus for this family
of two-qubit gates, the group of local gates passing locally
through them is only the L0 of Eq. (A37).
Appendix B: Parent Hamiltonian of the example model
Following the sketch briefly described in Sec. III E (and
more extensively discussed in Ref. [23]), we now explicitly
construct a 3-local parent Hamiltonian for our resource PEPS.
Consider the set of basis operators
Σ⊗2 =(Σ(i)⊗ Σ(j) | 0 ≤ i, j < 4) , (B1)
Σ :=(1 , X, Y, Z), (B2)
where a 4-level site is taken as two 2-level “virtual” sites.
In the following, we have used a shorthand which can be
understood by this example: 0122(−1) + 3200(2) denotes
−1 ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y + 2Z ⊗ Y ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 .
Note that due to non-commutativity of the terms of the
Hamiltonian in the Pauli-group basis, the Hamiltonian is not
a stabilizer Hamiltonian.
Details of the derivation of the Hamiltonian are analytically
cumbersome, thus here we report the final result obtained by
numerical programming (Fig. 7):
H =
∑
vertical edges
hulr + h
d
lr + hlum + hldm+
hmur + hmdr + humd, (B3)
h
u/d
lr =
000000(28)+ 000101(−2)+ 000102(−2)+ 000113(−2)+
000123(−2)+ 103001(−1)+ 103002(−1)+ 103013(−1)+
103023(−1)+ 103100(−2)+ 103211(−1)+ 103212(1)+
103221(−1)+ 103222(1) + 103301(1)+ 103302(1)+
103313(−1)+ 103323(−1)+ 110201(−1)+ 110202(−1)+
110213(1)+ 110223(1) + 110311(−1)+ 110312(1)+
110321(−1)+ 110322(1) + 120201(−1)+ 120202(−1)+
120213(1)+ 120223(1) + 120311(−1)+ 120312(1)+
120321(−1)+ 120322(1) + 203001(−1)+ 203002(−1)+
203013(−1)+ 203023(−1)+ 203100(−2)+ 203211(−1)+
203212(1)+ 203221(−1) + 203222(1)+ 203301(1)+
203302(1)+ 203313(−1) + 203323(−1)+ 210201(1)+
210202(1)+ 210213(−1) + 210223(−1)+ 210311(1)+
210312(−1)+ 210321(1) + 210322(−1)+ 220201(1)+
220202(1)+ 220213(−1) + 220223(−1)+ 220311(1)+
220312(−1)+ 220321(1) + 220322(−1)+ 313001(−1)+
313002(−1)+ 313013(−1)+ 313023(−1)+ 313100(−2)+
313211(1)+ 313212(−1) + 313221(1)+ 313222(−1)+
313301(−1)+ 313302(−1)+ 313313(1) + 313323(1)+
323001(−1)+ 323002(−1)+ 323013(−1)+ 323023(−1)+
323100(−2)+ 323211(1) + 323212(−1)+ 323221(1)+
323222(−1)+ 323301(−1)+ 323302(−1)+ 323313(1)+
323323(1), (B4)
11
hlum =
000000(28)+ 003011(−2)+ 003012(−2)+ 003021(2)+
003022(2) + 100111(−1)+ 100112(−1)+ 100121(1)+
100122(1) + 101110(−1)+ 101120(−1)+ 101131(1)+
101132(1) + 102110(1)+ 102120(1) + 102131(1)+
102132(1) + 103100(−2)+ 111010(−1)+ 111020(−1)+
111031(−1)+ 111032(−1)+ 112010(−1) + 112020(−1)+
112031(1) + 112032(1)+ 121010(−1)+ 121020(−1)+
121031(−1)+ 121032(−1)+ 122010(−1) + 122020(−1)+
122031(1) + 122032(1)+ 200111(−1)+ 200112(−1)+
200121(1) + 200122(1)+ 201110(−1)+ 201120(−1)+
201131(1) + 201132(1)+ 202110(1) + 202120(1)+
202131(1) + 202132(1)+ 203100(−2)+ 211010(1)+
211020(1) + 211031(1)+ 211032(1) + 212010(1)+
212020(1) + 212031(−1)+ 212032(−1)+ 221010(1)+
221020(1) + 221031(1)+ 221032(1) + 222010(1)+
222020(1) + 222031(−1)+ 222032(−1)+ 310111(−1)+
310112(−1)+ 310121(1) + 310122(1)+ 311110(1)+
311120(1) + 311131(−1)+ 311132(−1)+ 312110(−1)+
312120(−1)+ 312131(−1)+ 312132(−1) + 313100(−2)+
320111(−1)+ 320112(−1)+ 320121(1) + 320122(1)+
321110(1) + 321120(1)+ 321131(−1)+ 321132(−1)+
322110(−1)+ 322120(−1)+ 322131(−1) + 322132(−1)+
323100(−2), (B5)
hldm =
000000(28)+ 003011(−2)+ 003012(2) + 003021(−2)+
003022(2)+ 100111(−1) + 100112(1)+ 100121(−1)+
100122(1)+ 101101(−1) + 101102(−1)+ 101113(1)+
101123(1)+ 102101(1) + 102102(1) + 102113(1)+
102123(1)+ 103100(−2) + 111001(−1)+ 111002(−1)+
111013(−1)+ 111023(−1)+ 112001(−1)+ 112002(−1)+
112013(1)+ 112023(1) + 121001(−1)+ 121002(−1)+
121013(−1)+ 121023(−1)+ 122001(−1)+ 122002(−1)+
122013(1)+ 122023(1) + 200111(−1)+ 200112(1)+
200121(−1)+ 200122(1) + 201101(−1)+ 201102(−1)+
201113(1)+ 201123(1) + 202101(1) + 202102(1)+
202113(1)+ 202123(1) + 203100(−2)+ 211001(1)+
211002(1)+ 211013(1) + 211023(1) + 212001(1)+
212002(1)+ 212013(−1) + 212023(−1)+ 221001(1)+
221002(1)+ 221013(1) + 221023(1) + 222001(1)+
222002(1)+ 222013(−1) + 222023(−1)+ 310111(−1)+
310112(1)+ 310121(−1) + 310122(1)+ 311101(1)+
311102(1)+ 311113(−1) + 311123(−1)+ 312101(−1)+
312102(−1)+ 312113(−1)+ 312123(−1)+ 313100(−2)+
320111(−1)+ 320112(1) + 320121(−1)+ 320122(1)+
321101(1)+ 321102(1) + 321113(−1)+ 321123(−1)+
322101(−1)+ 322102(−1)+ 322113(−1)+ 322123(−1)+
323100(−2), (B6)
12
hmur =
000000(28)+ 000101(−2)+ 000102(−2)+ 000113(−2)+
000123(−2)+ 101201(−1)+ 101202(−1) + 101213(1)+
101223(1) + 101311(−1)+ 101312(1)+ 101321(−1)+
101322(1) + 102201(−1)+ 102202(−1)+ 102213(1)+
102223(1) + 102311(−1)+ 102312(1)+ 102321(−1)+
102322(1) + 113000(−2)+ 113101(−1)+ 113102(−1)+
113113(−1)+ 113123(−1)+ 123000(−2) + 123101(−1)+
123102(−1)+ 123113(−1)+ 123123(−1) + 201201(−1)+
201202(−1)+ 201213(1) + 201223(1)+ 201311(−1)+
201312(1) + 201321(−1)+ 201322(1)+ 202201(−1)+
202202(−1)+ 202213(1) + 202223(1)+ 202311(−1)+
202312(1) + 202321(−1)+ 202322(1)+ 213000(2)+
213101(1) + 213102(1)+ 213113(1) + 213123(1)+
223000(2) + 223101(1)+ 223102(1) + 223113(1)+
223123(1) + 311201(−1)+ 311202(−1)+ 311213(1)+
311223(1) + 311311(−1)+ 311312(1)+ 311321(−1)+
311322(1) + 312201(1)+ 312202(1) + 312213(−1)+
312223(−1)+ 312311(1) + 312312(−1)+ 312321(1)+
312322(−1)+ 321201(−1)+ 321202(−1) + 321213(1)+
321223(1) + 321311(−1)+ 321312(1)+ 321321(−1)+
321322(1) + 322201(1)+ 322202(1) + 322213(−1)+
322223(−1)+ 322311(1) + 322312(−1)+ 322321(1)+
322322(−1), (B7)
hmdr =
000000(28)+ 000101(−2)+ 000102(−2)+ 000113(−2)+
000123(−2)+ 011201(−1)+ 011202(−1) + 011213(1)+
011223(1) + 011311(−1)+ 011312(1)+ 011321(−1)+
011322(1) + 012201(−1)+ 012202(−1)+ 012213(1)+
012223(1) + 012311(−1)+ 012312(1)+ 012321(−1)+
012322(1) + 021201(−1)+ 021202(−1)+ 021213(1)+
021223(1) + 021311(−1)+ 021312(1)+ 021321(−1)+
021322(1) + 022201(−1)+ 022202(−1)+ 022213(1)+
022223(1) + 022311(−1)+ 022312(1)+ 022321(−1)+
022322(1) + 113000(−2)+ 113101(−1)+ 113102(−1)+
113113(−1)+ 113123(−1)+ 123000(2) + 123101(1)+
123102(1) + 123113(1)+ 123123(1) + 131201(−1)+
131202(−1)+ 131213(1) + 131223(1)+ 131311(−1)+
131312(1) + 131321(−1)+ 131322(1)+ 132201(1)+
132202(1) + 132213(−1)+ 132223(−1)+ 132311(1)+
132312(−1)+ 132321(1) + 132322(−1)+ 213000(−2)+
213101(−1)+ 213102(−1)+ 213113(−1) + 213123(−1)+
223000(2) + 223101(1)+ 223102(1) + 223113(1)+
223123(1) + 231201(−1)+ 231202(−1)+ 231213(1)+
231223(1) + 231311(−1)+ 231312(1)+ 231321(−1)+
231322(1) + 232201(1)+ 232202(1) + 232213(−1)+
232223(−1)+ 232311(1) + 232312(−1)+ 232321(1)+
232322(−1), (B8)
humd =
000000(6) + 001130(−1)+ 001230(1) + 002130(−1)
+ 002230(1)+ 301100(−1)+ 301200(−1) + 302100(1)
+ 302200(1)+ 303330(−2). (B9)
